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SEASON 13
Logline: EVVY Award-winner Sam DeCoste and his team of sports
experts bring you their takes on the latest headlines in professional
sports.
Genre: sports studio talk show
Context: The Box Score is modeled after programming like NFL Live,
SportsCenter, and Get Up.
Tone: Informal dialogue and discussion designed to be free-flowing
Runtime: 5x35

SYNOPSIS

The Box Score is Emerson's premier sports studio talk show, and EIV's
longest-running show.
Season 13 will pick up where season 12 left off, and let the many
individual personalities on the show to shine.
The show will incorporate a wide variety of discussion segments to bring
out the most entertaining studio banter and debate.
The Box Score offers fans an entertaining showcase of personalities
delivering expert prediction and analysis on the latest in the sports world
from the NFL, MLB, NBA, WNBA, F1, soccer, and more.

INTENDED AUDIENCE
The Box Score is sports show targeting
sports fans and athletes at Emerson. The
show is modeled after ESPN
programming, so the show is family
friendly while appealing to young adult
audiences.

PURPOSE
Our show is the entryway for aspiring sports broadcasters
at Emerson, for students majoring in sports
communication, journalism, and VMA backgrounds. The
structure of the show is inspired by sports television, and
is designed to give Emerson students on both sides of the
camera a look at how to break into the industry. Under our
guidance, we can help them grow into the best version of
themselves at The Box Score.

PRODUCTION
BREAKDOWN
Sample Show Format
A Block
Host delivering opening monologue
A Block discussion segment
Open table analysis of the top game from the
previous week
B Block
B Block discussion segment
Contenders vs pretenders discussions, playoff and
championship predictions, end-of-season awards
Interview segment/package
C Block
Game segment
Mystery Draft, trade talks
"In Other News"
miscellaneous sports headliness worth knowing
ex: racing, bowling, bull racing, etc.

LOCATION

Our show films in Tufte Studio A.
Our studio setup utilizes three cameras and a jib throughout
the production.

DURATION

The show is 3 blocks and will amount to about 35 minutes
per episode.

CREW POSITIONS
Hiring:
Talent
Associate Producer(s)
Director
Assistant Director
Technical Director
Playback Operator
Chyron Operator
Lighting Director
Lighting Assistant
Audio Engineer
Audio Assistant
Stage Manager
3 Camera Operators (inc. Jib)
1 Editor
Marketing Photographer
Production Assistant(s)

PRE PRODUCTION
Prior to the show, there is one pre-production
meeting held with all the talent to brainstorm
segment ideas, write scripts, and format the
upcoming episode. It also establishes due dates for
finalized scripts and VO the talent find in advance
to the studio date.
In the week building up to the show, a rundown is
created and built, and VO is collected.

SAMPLE
PRODUCTION
SCHEDULE
5:30pm 7:00pm

Chyron and Playback Load
In, Lighting & Production
Design Set Up

7pm-7:45pm

White Balance, Mic Talent

7:45pm 9:00pm

Live to Tape, Rerecord (if
necessary)

9:00pm9:30pm

Strike, Export Recording

POST PRODUCTION/
DISTRIBUTION PLAN
Once the episode is edited, the final cut is
uploaded to EIV’s YouTube channel. The show
editor will be encouraged to have the show edited
within 24 hours after taping, but will have 3 days
after the shoot date to edit the raw file, and the
episode would be uploaded the next day.

MARKETING
Having a BTS photographer on set has
transformed our social media presence. We
plan on keeping BTS photography as a core
part of our marketing in Season 13, posting the
day after each taping, announcing episode
releases, and introducing members of the cast
and crew throughout the season.

BUDGET
THREE-TIERED BUDGET:
1. $150 - Travel expenses for field segments,
purchasing props for new studio segments.
2. $200 - Travel expenses for field segments, new
props, and printing for credentials, and marketing
materials.
3. $300 - Travel expenses for field segments, new
props, printing, and purchase of motion graphics.

PRODUCER
RESPONSIBILITIES
As the logistics producer, Brendan Walker will
coordinate with studio crew by sending out production
schedules, call sheets, fill out studio time requests and
the VMA Portal, coordinate EIV equipment
reservations, and oversee the crew during shoots.
Technical producer Joseph Cho will supervise all
technical aspects of production, including lighting,
production design, and helping in the control room
wherever needed.
As the creative producer and host, Sam DeCoste
oversees every stage of scriptwriting and content
development. He will also lead pre-production/pitch
meetings with the talent, and guide them during
scriptwriting and VO editing.
The three producers will each specialize in a given
department, but collaborate along the way to assure a
high quality product in studio and in the control room.

FUTURE GOALS
Going into Sam's second season as host, continuity is key. The
creative format of the show will be left unchanged, and much of
our crew will likely be returning. The show will be even better as
a result of increased comfortability with content, and each other.
We plan on exploring ways to push out bonus social media
content with our talent. This will give us extra marketing
opportunities during non-show weeks, and bring content on that
otherwise does not make it into the studio.
We are hoping to go live by the end of the season. The show is
aptly designed to go live based on the unscripted discussion
format, and our crew will be more experienced, and up for the
challenge.

Thank you!

